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Most Correct Answers: #0 Least Correct Answers: #0

1.    Mention up to three aspects that you liked about the course.

Anon anon0da11e67ea504eba

content, time requirements, teaching materials

Anon anon1a48bd4fd4e24270

The teaching of extracting information from research papers.
The enthusiasm of the teachers. It is nice to see somebody really into what they teach.
Teachers are nice at repeating when stuff does not make sense

Anon anon239e888ea53c4ad9

Analysing research papers. Introduction to Jolie.

Anon anon504baf73f8414779

the way that the lectureres have been collabarating with the students doing the course,
The qualityof the content,
The quality of the teaching

Anon anonb696570a7b7a4eb7

The teaching and content relevance.

Anon anond8244442a1fa48df

Attentive Lecturers, practical content, flexible curriculum
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2.    Mention up to three aspects that you would like to be improved about the
course. Possibly, mention also what could be sacrificed to obtain the time to do it.

Anon anon0da11e67ea504eba

different notation

Anon anon1a48bd4fd4e24270

Maybe less proofs and more examples of CCS, Semantics, and Rules.
More focus on how to use CCS. It is a different concept and can be kind of hard to grasp.

Anon anon239e888ea53c4ad9

I don't know if I would like to sacrifice sth. I just want to mention that I was suprised that there is not
as much "pure" concurrency involved as I expected. Of course We had the CCS, but I expected that
there will be more of a continuation of DM861, than analysin research papers, preparing a
presentation or discussion about Jolie, AIOCJ etc. I am not saying that it is bad, but it was
unexpected. If I knew that this course will look this way, I would enroll without any doubts.

Anon anon504baf73f8414779

There isn't really much that could be improved, over all it's great.

Anon anond8244442a1fa48df

more practical exercises, time management during lecture

3.    Do you feel engaged by the course?

Anon anon0da11e67ea504eba

yes

Anon anon1a48bd4fd4e24270

Yes. I find the course interesting and I feel I can take the learning with me to future work.

Anon anon239e888ea53c4ad9

Yes, It is interesting and it is pleasure to take part in lessons.

Anon anon504baf73f8414779

Yes, 10/10

Anon anonb696570a7b7a4eb7

Some

Anon anond8244442a1fa48df

Yes!, I really enjoy the course.
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4.    Do you find the lectures and discussions in class interesting and on the
appropriate level?

Anon anon0da11e67ea504eba

yes

Anon anon1a48bd4fd4e24270

It is tough, but the level is okay. Maybe try to simplify some of the concepts, since the are hard. But
it is interesting and nice with a "small" class

Anon anon239e888ea53c4ad9

As mentioned previously, yes, I think the course is really interesting and I every day I learn some
new relevant and interesting things.

Anon anon504baf73f8414779

Yes, also the passion and the quality and skill set of the professors

Anon anonb696570a7b7a4eb7

Yes.

Anon anond8244442a1fa48df

the first part (CCS) is a bit hard to understand and hard to related to application level (jolie) part.
Both part is interesting but I can't really related to each other.

5.    How many frontal lectures (f) did you attend?

0/7 A 0% - 25%

0/7 B 25% - 50%

0/7 C 50% - 75%

5/7 D 75% - 100%

0/7 E I prefer to not answer

6.    How many exercise lessons (h1e) did you attend?

0/7 A 0% - 25%

0/7 B 25% - 50%

1/7 C 50% - 75%

4/7 D 75% - 100%

0/7 E I prefer to not answer
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